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Abstract

We have built a new speech translation system called ATR-MATRIX (ATR's Multilingual Automatic Translation System for Information Exchange). This system can recognize natural Japanese utterances such as those used in daily life, translate them into English, and output synthesized speech. This system can run on a workstation or a high-end PC and achieves almost real-time processing. The current implementation of our system can deal with a hotel room reservation task/domain. Our future plans are to develop a bidirectional speech translation system, that is, a system to handle Japanese-to-English and English-to-Japanese, and to make multi-language outputs from ATR-MATRIX possible (Japanese-to-English, German, and Korean) for the international joint experiments of C-STAR II (Consortium for Speech Translation Advanced Research).

1. Introduction

We have built a new speech translation system called ATR-MATRIX (ATR's Multilingual Automatic Translation System for Information Exchange). This system can recognize natural Japanese utterances such as those used in daily life, translate them into English, and output synthesized speech. This system can run on a workstation or a high-end PC and achieves almost real-time processing. Unlike its predecessor ASURA [1], ATR-MATRIX is designed to handle spontaneous speech inputs, and is much faster.

Recently, many works have researched speech-to-speech translation [2,3]. Verbmobil [2] is one of the major research projects in Germany, and it adopts a method combining deep and shallow processing. JANUS [3] is another major research project, and it adopts an interlingua-based language translation method. In contrast to these, we adopt a cooperative integrated language translation method. Moreover, ATR-MATRIX offers various features such as personalized speech synthesis based on dynamic speaker selection in speech recognition.

Section 2 describes the system overview. Section 3 describes the key features of the three major sub-systems (i.e., speech recognition, language translation, and speech synthesis) in our system. Section 4 describes additional features enabling us to deal with spontaneous speech. Section 5 describes implementation issues such as speech detection. Section 6 describes future works. Finally, section 7 is the conclusion.

2. System overview

Figure 1 shows the construction of the system. This system consists of a speech recognition sub-system, a language translation sub-system, a speech synthesis sub-system, and a main controller. Each of the sub-systems is connected to the main controller via a satellite controller. Each of the satellite controllers encapsulates the knowledge for its sub-system, so that the main controller can interact with all of them in a uniform way, using a standard packet message format. The current
3. Key features

3.1 Real-time speech recognition using speaker-independent phoneme-context-dependent acoustic models and a variable-order N-gram language model

Speech features widely differ among speakers, e.g., males, females, phoneme-context, etc. Therefore, we have proposed a statistical method (ML-SSS) [4] in order to make speaker-independent phoneme-context-dependent acoustic models. Using this method, we have already prepared speaker-independent phone models for males and females separately.

We have also proposed a variable-order N-gram language model [5], which is a compact language model able to deal with various expressions in spontaneous speech. Real-time processing is achieved by an effective search method based on a word-graph [6].

The vocabulary size of the speech recognition subsystem is about 2,000 words, that is, almost enough for one task/domain such as a hotel room reservation task/domain (excluding the problem of proper names like human names).

3.2 Robust language translation to deal with speech recognition results

We have established, through comparative experiments, that example-based translation methods are the most effective in handling a wide variety of natural speech translation problems. These problems include:

- fragmental utterances;
- ungrammatical/everyday/metaphorical expressions;
- ambiguous/omitted particles in Japanese utterances;
- ambiguous dependency structures in English.

Our Example-based Machine Translation [7] integrates both examples and rules in a common framework, and is now able to easily cope with the translation problems we have endeavored to solve since the beginning of the project (Figure 2). When complex sentences are translated, the closest examples are retrieved from the database, dependencies among component words are analyzed, and at the same time, translation equivalents are assembled.

In much the same way as people learn a foreign language by the use of source-to-target expression pairs, our Cooperative Integrated Translation produces equivalent utterances by synchronization of the source and target language structures. The source language is analyzed by Constituent Boundary Parsing to match target language expressions.

Cooperative Integrated Translation has the following advantages:

1. reliance on the existence of efficient parsing algorithms
2. the ability to handle various linguistic phenomena with the help of translation examples selected by a simple best-first mechanism

Constituent Boundary Parsing is performed using bottom-up and left-to-right chart parsing techniques. Best-first syntactic and semantic similarity enables flexibility in this approach. For instance, a sentence like "A cheap and clean room would be good." can be translated with the help of similar examples like "A cheap and clean election campaign is good." This incremental robust parsing technique can even handle ungrammatical phenomena, such as derivation in metonymical relationships, and significantly reduces the explosion of structural ambiguities.

Furthermore, we have introduced a partial translation mechanism for accepting speech recognition results that include recognition errors [8]. We adopt two heuristics.

1. Similar constituents to translation examples are preferred. We use semantic distances based on translation pairs represented by patterns, e.g., the upper bound threshold is set to 0.2.
2. Larger constituents are preferred. We use the number of word sequences in the constituent, e.g., the lower bound threshold is set to 2.

Figure 3 shows an example of this partial translation method. In this example, the utterance of "Ryokin-wa" (which means "charge") is mis-recognized as "Ryo kima" (which consists of a word that means "charge" and another word of a verb-stem that means "be decided"). The structure of "Ryo kima" is not made much larger. This hypothesis structure is pruned because the lower bound threshold of the number of word sequences in the constituent is set to 2. The semantic distance corresponding to "ee sorezore o-iwara nan-desu ka" is 0.4. Because the upper bound threshold of the semantic distance is set to 0.2, this hypothesis structure is pruned. Finally, a constituent of "sorezore o-iwara nan-desu ka" is selected, and the equivalent English "How much is it for each of them?" is generated.

The vocabulary size of the language translation sub-
system from Japanese to English is about 13,000 words, and this amount covers almost our entire bilingual travel conversation database [9]. The vocabulary for our speech recognizer is its subset.

3.3 Personalized speech synthesis

Personalized speech synthesis is essential for a realistic speech-to-speech translation system. Since the current configuration of our system has male and female acoustic models, the CHATR [10] speech synthesis sub-system produces outputs in a male or female voice (Figure 4). It is easy for our system to be enhanced to accommodate more speakers, because unnecessary models are pruned quickly due to the efficient beam-search in the speech recognition process (Figure 5).

4. Additional features for dealing with spontaneous speech

The utterance units that serve as input to a speech translation system handling spontaneous speech are not always sentences. However, the processing units of language translation are sentences. Since we do not have enough knowledge about the sentences of spoken languages, we use the term "meaningful chunks" instead of sentences. According to our bilingual travel conversation database [9], utterance units often need to be divided into several meaningful chunks. We have proposed a method of transforming from utterance units to meaningful chunks based on pause information and the N-gram of fine-grained part-of-speech subcategories [11].

In spontaneous conversational speech, sentence-final prosody information sometimes conveys question information instead of Japanese sentence-final particle "ka". A prosody extraction function enables us to generate equivalent English "Are rooms available?" instead of "Rooms are available," to the Japanese utterance "Heya wa aite-masu (†)". A (†) mark indicates that the sentence-final prosody is high.

5. Implementation Issues

Running this system online for demonstration, evaluation, and assessment purposes revealed many issues that were not obvious when each sub-system was demonstrated in isolation.

The first is the importance of streaming speech detection. Our end point detection (EPD) module is a streaming speech detector, able to detect the start of a
speech segment within about 50 ms; the detection of the end, however, is much longer (almost one second). If the forward search in our speech recognition sub-system detects a long match with a pause model, then it may detect the end of the speech segment before EPD does. Should this happen, the response time would be greatly reduced. If EPD or the search decides that what was detected was not speech, nothing is output, and our speech recognition sub-system continues waiting for the operator to speak.

The second issue involves error handling. If our language translation sub-system cannot translate any of the outputs produced from the speech recognition sub-system, then our main controller commands the speech synthesis sub-system to choose a Japanese female speaker and say the Japanese equivalent of "Please repeat." We choose Japanese because this should be fed back to the operator (Japanese), and not to the audience (English). The third issue involves feedback to the operator. The current audio input level and speech detection state are indispensable to the operator. They are available on the graphical user interface (GUI) located near the operator's face.

6. Future Works

Our plans are to develop a bidirectional speech translation system, that is, a system able to handle Japanese-to-English and English-to-Japanese, and to carry out system evaluation and assessment. Much more research is planned on understanding utterance situations, e.g., prediction of next utterances in speech recognition and disambiguation for the generation of target languages. We also plan to make multi-language outputs from ATR MATRIX possible (Japanese-to-English, German, and Korean) for the international joint experiments of C-STAR II (Consortium for Speech Translation Advanced Research).

7. Conclusion

We showed a new speech translation system called ATR-MATRIX. This system can recognize natural Japanese utterances such as those used in daily life, translate them into English, and output synthesized speech. This system can run on a workstation or a high-end PC and achieves almost real-time processing. The current implementation of our system can deal with a hotel room reservation task/domain.
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